Involvement of nitric oxide in the nociception of kyotorphin, TYR-CAV and MIF-s analogues in the rat spinal cord.
The spinal analgesic effects of Kyotorphin (Kyo) and Melanocyte-inhibiting factor (MIF-l) were studied during acute pain in rats chronically implanted with intrathecal (i.t.) cannulas. Kyo (5 micrograms), t-Cav (5 micrograms), Tyr-Cav (5 micrograms), L-NAME (1500 micrograms), MIF-Cav (200-400 micrograms) and MIF-sLeu (200 micrograms) exerted antinociceptive effects in both tests. The coadministration of Kyo + L-NAME enhanced the nociceptive effect compared with L-NAME (PP) or Kyo alone (PP, TF). The combination of Tyr-Cav + L-NAME enhanced the antinociceptive effect compared with L-NAME (PP) or Tyr-Cav alone (TF, PP). MIF-l (200 micrograms) had a weak antinociceptive effect in both tests. The coadministration of MIF-Cav + L-NAME enhanced the nociceptive effect compared with L-NAME (TF) or MIF-Cav alone (TF). The combination of MIF-sLeu + L-NAME enhanced the antinociceptive effect compared with L-NAME (TF) or MIF-sLeu alone (TF, PP). The results suggest that nitric oxide (NO) is involved in the antinociceptive effects of neuropeptides in the rat spinal cord.